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PATENT ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS

Lawsuits and courts
What legal or administrative proceedings are available for enforcing 
patent rights against an infringer‘ Are there specialised courts in which a 
patent infringement lawsuit can or must be brought‘

The qrst and most swift action against an infringer is to reSuest a temporary restraining 
order. This will be granted if the petitioner proves the existence of a prima facie serious 
infringement as a matter of exceptional urgency. juch a reSuest is qled concurrently with 
a petition for in,unction andF if grantedF usually remains effective until the hearing of the 
in,unction.

A petition for in,unction is granted if the element of urgency is prevalent in the circumstances 
of a particular case. The patent owner may ask for the cessation of the infringing act and the 
removal of the products from the market. The patent owner is also entitled to take measures 
to preserve evidence and has the right to information.

The next step is pursuing a main infringement action in which the patent owner may also ask 
for compensation and moral damages.

Horum selection is important to ensure that court proceedings take place before a court 
with su’cient expertise in patent law. Patent owners may wish to initiate court proceedings 
before specialist courts instead of the local courts. According to legal theory and case lawF 
the competence of the specialist courts in Athens and Thessaloniki is reserved for main 
patent actions (ieF main infringement actions and nullity actions against a patent) and is 
not for temporary restraining orders or in,unctions. The competent courts for preliminary 
proceedings are the local courts. ;oweverF the local courts3 limited expertise in patent 
law may negatively affect the protection of patent owners3 rights9 thereforeF patent owners 
generally try to qle preliminary proceedings before the specialist courts in Athens or 
Thessaloniki.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Trial format and timing 
What is the format of a patent infringement trial‘

Under the Greek Code of Civil ProcedureF strict time frames for proceedings apply. The civil 
action starts with the qling of the lawsuit with the competent qrst-instance court. The plaintiff 
must serve the lawsuit within 10 days (or 60 days if the defendant resides abroad) from 
qling. Parties must qle their written arguments and evidence within 50 days (or W20 days 
if the defendant resides abroad) from the expiry of the deadline for o’cially serving the 
lawsuit. They must then reply to each other3s arguments and qle evidence within a further 
W:-day periodF at the end of which the case qle is considered complete. •ithin W: days of 
this pointF a ,udge-rapporteur must be appointed and the hearing scheduled within 10 days 
of the deadline for completing the qle.

Each party has the right to submit a maximum of qve sworn a’davits in support of its 
arguments and a maximum of three sworn a’davits to rebut the adverse party3s arguments. 
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As a ruleF the courtF which in main proceedings consists of three ,udgesF will then hear 
the case without witnesses. ;oweverF if the court deems it necessaryF it has the option of 
summoning one of the a’ants to testify before the court. In such a caseF cross-examination 
of witnesses is permitted.

A witness is expected to testify on all facts of the case. Each party3s counsel may 
cross-examine the other party3s witness. The court may also address Suestions to the 
witness. Expert witnesses may play a key role in complex patent casesF especially because 
Greek ,udges only have legalF not technicalF backgrounds.

The hearing in a main infringement proceeding takes place approximately eight months after 
the action is qled. A decision may be expected after approximately six months. ;oweverF 
these times may be signiqcantly longerF depending on the workload of the court.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Proof requirements
What are the burdens of proof for establishing infringement, invalidity and 
unenforceability of a patent‘

Hor establishing infringementF the plaintiff must prove that the patent upon which its action 
is based is validF as well as how the defendant is infringing the patent. In invalidity casesF the 
plaintiff must prove the grounds of invalidity of the contested patent.

If a party claims unenforceability of a patentF that party must prove that‘

D the lawsuit for infringement or for compensation has not been qled in a timely manner9

D the acSuiescence of the plaintiff created the impression to the defendant that it would 
not bring a lawsuit against the same9

D the defendant3s use had been made for non-professional or for experimental purposes 
(andF in the case of pharmaceuticalsF possibly that the Bolar provision applies)9 or

D the plaintiff3s patent was null.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Standing to sue
Who may sue for patent infringement‘ nder what conditions can an 
accused infringer bring a lawsuit to obtain a judicial ruling or declaration 
on the accusation‘

Those who have standing to sue are the patent ownerF the exclusive licenseeF whoever has a 
right to the invention and the owner of a pending patent application. In the case of an owner 
of a pending patent applicationF the court may order the postponement of the hearing until 
the grant of the patent.

According to the leading opinionF for the exclusive licensee to have the right to bring an action 
independentlyF the licence must be recorded at the Greek Patent O’ce. An accused infringer 
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may reSuest a declaratory ,udgment recognising that he or she is not infringing. juch a 
,udgment is enforceable between the parties only.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Inducement, and contributory and multiple party infringement
To what extent can someone be liable for inducing or contributing to 
patent infringement‘ Can multiple parties be jointly liable for infringement 
if each practises only some of the elements of a patent claim, but together 
they practise all the elements‘

Greek patent law does not have any speciqc provisions concerning inducement and 
contributory infringement9 howeverF general legal provisions may be applicable depending 
on the case.

Apart from the actual infringerF the plaintiff may also sue any intermediariesF the services 
of whom are used by a third party to perform infringementF and directors or employees of 
a legal entityF provided that they committed the infringing acts and that they acted for the 
infringing entityF but only if their personal actions constitute a tort. In the case of multiparty 
infringementF each party will be liable to the extent of its own infringing actions.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Joinder of multiple defendants
Can multiple parties be joined as defendants in the same lawsuit‘ If so, 
what are the requirements‘ Must all of the defendants be accused of 
infringing all of the same patents‘

Multiple parties may be ,oined as defendants in the same lawsuitF provided that each of them 
contributes to the infringement in some way. Not all the defendants must be accused of 
infringing all the same patentsF but there must be a connection on the basis of which the 
court may allow multiple defendants.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Infringement by foreign activities
To what extent can activities that take place outside the jurisdiction 
support a charge of patent infringement‘

Infringement must be committed on Greek territory sinceF as a ruleF the principle of 
territoriality applies.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Infringement by equivalents
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To what extent can equivalents’ of the claimed subject matter be shown 
to infringe‘

The Greek courts accept the doctrine of eSuivalents. More speciqcallyF the courts accept that 
a patent may be infringed by means that are eSuivalent to the content of the claims.

The doctrine of eSuivalents applies where certain technical characteristics of the patented 
invention are identical to those of the infringing embodimentF and some characteristics of 
the latter fall within the meaning of /variations3 or /imitations39 in other wordsF the doctrine 
applies when a third partyF in its effort to exploit an inventionF changes certain secondary 
elements of the invention or adds certain minor or unnecessary elements thereto to disguise 
the infringement.

The court has to determine whether there is an encroachment on the scope of protection of 
the invention. This scope is determined by extrapolating the range covered by the technical 
characteristics of the patent claims to items thatF according to the average expertF are 
considered to achieve a technical solution that is eSuivalent to the patented invention.

An infringing meansF whichF as a ruleF consists of copying a technical characteristic of the 
patented inventionF is considered to be eSuivalent if it is obvious to the average technical 
expert that if this means is usedF the result would be substantially eSual to that of the 
technical characteristics of the claims of the patented invention (8ecision No. 15::€20W: 
of the Athens Multimembered Court of Hirst Instance).

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Discovery of evidence
What mechanisms are available for obtaining evidence from an opponent, 
from third parties or from outside the country for proving infringement, 
damages or invalidity‘

Greek law does not provide for pretrial discovery. ;oweverF the patent owner has the right to 
preserve evidence and reSuest that the defendant provide information such as invoices or 
details on the amount of products that have been distributedF within the framework of a trial.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Litigation timetable
What is the typical timetable for a patent infringement lawsuit in the trial 
and appellate courts‘

In main infringement action proceedingsF the time of the hearing is scheduled speciqcallyF 
and the parties may expect the issuance of the court decision within six to eight months 
from the hearing. The average duration of appeal proceedings is W7 months. ;oweverF 
proceedings may last longer in certain circumstances.

Law stated - 19 January 2024
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Litigation costs
What is the typical range of costs of a patent infringement lawsuit before 
trial, during trial and for an appeal‘ Are contingency fees permitted‘

The costs involved in taking a case through to a qrst instance decision are di’cult 
to estimateF as they depend on the complexity of the caseF the duration of the 
proceedingsF potential mediation costsF potential involvement of technical experts and 
possible translation costs.

Litigation costs in Greece are considerably lower than those in other EU member states. 
NeverthelessF the costs of preliminary proceedings and main patent proceedings can be 
roughly estimated to be between –W4F000 and –10F000F but higher fees should be expected in 
complicated cases where several technical experts must be involved and close cooperation 
between client and counsel is necessary for an extended time.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Court appeals
What avenues of appeal are available following an adverse decision in 
a patent infringement lawsuit‘ Is new evidence allowed at the appellate 
stage‘

Only decisions in main infringement action proceedingsF and not preliminary in,unction 
decisionsF may be sub,ect to appeal. All qnal decisions of the qrst instance courts are open 
to appeal within 10 days of notiqcation to the losing party in the case of Greek nationals and 
within 60 days of notiqcation in the case of foreign nationals. If no o’cial notiqcation takes 
placeF the decision may be appealed within two years of its publication.

The losing party may contest all aspects of the ,udgment in connection with legal issues 
or incorrect qndings regarding the facts of the case. A second instance decision may be 
appealed before the jupreme Court within 10 days of notiqcation to the losing party in the 
case of Greek nationals and within 60 days of notiqcation in the case of foreign nationals. 
As in the case for qrst instance decisionsF in the absence of o’cial notiqcationF the decision 
may be appealed within two years of its publication.

jubmission of new evidence at the appellate stage is permitted only if such evidence had 
not been available at the qrst instance trial.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Competition considerations
To what extent can enforcement of a patent expose the patent 
owner to liability for a competition violation, unfair competition or a 
businessHrelated tort‘
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Infringers may allege in their defenceF in particular within the context of preliminary in,unction 
proceedingsF that the patent owner is acting in breach of the rules on unfair competition. The 
courts will assess such claims on a case-by-case basis.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Alternative dispute resolution
To what extent are alternative dispute resolution techniques available to 
resolve patent disputes‘

Under the Code of Civil ProcedureF litigants in infringement cases have the option of seeking 
out-of-court settlements. Mediation and arbitration are also available means for resolving IP 
rights disputes. Rules on arbitration are provided by article 76J et seS of the Code of Civil 
Procedure.

Neither mediation nor arbitration has been su’ciently tested in Greece in respect of patent 
disputes. Under Law 4:W2€20W7F in legal disputes arising from patentF trademark and 
industrial design infringementsF a compulsory initial mediation session has to take place 
before a case is heard. This sessionF along with proof of lawyers3 compliance with the 
obligation to inform their clients in writing about the option of mediationF is a prereSuisite 
for the admissibility of a lawsuit.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

SCOPE AND OWNERSHIP OF PATENTS

Types of protectable inventions 
Can a patent be obtained to cover any type of invention, including 
software, business methods and medical procedures‘

Hor an invention to be patentable in GreeceF it must be newF involve an inventive step and be 
susceptible to industrial application. A patentable invention may concern a productF process 
or industrial application.

Hor an invention to be considered as involving an inventive stepF it must not be obvious to a 
person skilled in the art. Hor it to be considered susceptible to industrial applicationF it must 
be possible to produce or use the sub,ect matter in any industrial qeld.

The following are exempt from patent protection‘

D discoveriesF scientiqc theories and mathematical methods9

D aesthetic creations9

D schemesF rules and methods for performing mental actsF playing games or doing 
businessF and computer software9

D presentation of information9

D methods for treatment of the human or animal body by surgery or therapy9

D diagnostic methods practised on the human or animal body9
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D inventionsF the publication or exploitation of which would contravene public order or 
morality9 and

D plant or animal varieties or biological processes for the production of plants or 
animals  this provision does not apply to microbiological processes or the products 
thereof.

joftware is expressly excluded from patentability9 howeverF computer-related inventions 
are patentable in Greece to the extent that the European Patent O’ce considers them 
patentable. In this respectF an invention that uses a computer program must be a functional 
system accompanying speciqc hardware.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Patent ownership
Who owns the patent on an invention made by a company employee, 
an independent contractor, multiple inventors or a joint venture‘ Fow is 
patent ownership o-cially recorded and transferred‘

According to the Patent LawF an invention made by a company employee shall belong entirely 
to the employerF if it is the outcome of a contractual relationship between the employee and 
the employer for the development of inventive activity (service invention).

If the invention is made by an employee with the use of materialsF means or information of 
the company in which he or she is employed (ieF is a dependant invention)F the ownership will 
be splitF with the employer holding 40 per cent and the employer 60 per cent. In such casesF 
the employer has the right to exploit the invention by priority against compensation to the 
inventorF which must be proportional to the economic value of the invention and the proqt it 
brings.

The inventor of a dependent invention is obligated to notify the employer in writing of the 
accomplishment of the invention and to provide the necessary information for qling a ,oint 
patent application. If the employer does not reply to the employee in writing within four 
months of the employee3s notiqcation that he or she is interested in ,ointly qling the patent 
applicationF the invention will entirely belong to the employeeF who will have the right to qle 
an application in his or her name.

If an invention is neither a service invention nor a dependent oneF it will entirely belong to the 
employee.

The ownership of an invention made by an independent contractor will depend on the 
relevant provisions of the agreement between the contractor and their employer. If an 
invention has been achieved by multiple inventorsF the rights thereto will be divided eSually 
among themF unless otherwise provided for by an existing written agreement. In the case of 
a ,oint ventureF the rights to an invention must be governed by a written agreement between 
the parties.

Patent ownership is o’cially recorded at the Greek Patent O’ce. Transfer of the patent must 
also be recorded at the Greek Patent O’ce so that it has effect against third parties.

Law stated - 19 January 2024
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DEFENCES

Patent invalidity
Fow and on what grounds can the validity of a patent be challenged‘ Is 
there a special court or administrative tribunal in which to do this‘

The validity of a patent may be challenged either independently before the competent civil 
courts by means of a full or partial nullity action or as a counterclaim within the framework 
of infringement proceedings. Ob,ections on the basis of invalidity and nullity actions are 
defendants3 most common defences.

Cancellation of a patent may be pursued on the following grounds‘

D the patent owner is not the inventor or his or her assignee or beneqciary9

D the invention is not patentable in accordance with the provisions of the law9

D the description attached to the patent does not su’ce for a person skilled in the art 
to carry out the invention9 and

D the sub,ect matter of the patentF as grantedF extends beyond the scope of protection 
as reSuested with the application.

Amendment of a patent is not possible within the framework of patent litigation. Only within 
the framework of nulliqcation proceedingsF if the nulliqcation action is directed against part 
of a patentF may the court order the restriction of the patent to that extent.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Absolute novelty requirement
Is there an absolute novelty’ requirement for patentability, and if so, are 
there any exceptions‘

There is an absolute novelty reSuirement for patentability. Exceptions to this reSuirement are 
provided for only if the disclosure of the invention was made within six months prior to the 
qling or the priority date and under the conditions that the disclosure was owing either to an 
evident abuse of the rights of the applicant or his or her legal predecessor or to the fact that 
the invention was displayed at an o’cially recognised international exhibition falling under 
the terms of the Convention on International ExhibitionsF signed in Paris on 22 November 
W527. In such a caseF upon qling the applicationF the applicant must state that the invention 
has been so displayed and submit the relevant certiqcate evidencing this statement.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Obviousness or inventiveness test
What is the legal standard for determining whether a patent is obvious’ 
or inventive’ in view of the prior art‘
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An invention is considered new if it does not form part of the state of the art. This is 
considered to comprise anything that is available to the public anywhere in the world 
(universality principle) by means of a written or oral description or by any other meansF before 
the qling date of the patent or before the priority date. In this respectF in the case of the 
manufacturing of a productF novelty exists if the product signiqcantly differs from similar 
products by way of possessing substantially new elements.

According to case lawF in the case of creating a resultF the element of novelty is established 
if there is a signiqcant improvement to an already known resultF irrespective of whether the 
improvement only comprises‘

D the method of manufacture or the result9

D the reduction of the production costs9 or

D all the above and is not a mere adaptation of already known elements of methods that 
do not result in a signiqcant improvement or simple use of a means that is known 
in environments other than the ones in which it had been previously usedF but in 
the same way in which it had always been used for obtaining the same result (see 
jupreme Court :4:€W556 and jupreme Court W:77€W55W).

TheoreticallyF the element of novelty is connected to the ob,ect of the inventionF which 
derives from the claims. In the case of infringement by an eSuivalent technical standardF the 
speciqcation and drawings are used for the interpretation of the claims but do not extend 
the scope of protection to sub,ect matter that has not been included therein. HurtherF an 
invention shall be considered as involving an inventive step ifF having regard to the state of 
the artF it is not obvious to a person skilled in the art.

ConseSuentlyF it must be presented as something that exceeds normal technological 
progress and results in an achievement that is beyond the skills of the average person skilled 
in the artF namely if the solution to the technical problem was not foreseeable.

The combination of several technical means or processes aiming to provide a solution 
to a technical problem in a unitary way is considered an invention only in the case that 
the combination is not obvious to the average person skilled in the art. The application of 
eSuivalent means of a technical problem that has already been resolved is considered to 
constitute an invention only under the condition that the eSuivalent is not known to the 
average person skilled in the art.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Patent unenforceability
Are there any grounds on which an otherwise valid patent can be deemed 
unenforceable owing to misconduct by the inventors or the patent owner, 
or for some other reason‘

A patent infringement lawsuit may be re,ected if it constitutes an abuse of rightF namely if it is 
considered an act of bad faith or as contravening common practice. According to established 
case lawF this may be the case if the patent holder has not taken any action for a long timeF 
despite being aware of the infringing actF orF by not exercising his or her rightF the patent 
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holder created the impression in the infringing party that he or she would not take any action 
so that the infringer had proceeded to investments.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Prior user defence 
Is it a defence if an accused infringer has been privately using the accused 
method or device prior to the Kling date or publication date of the patent‘ 
If so, does the defence cover all types of inventions‘ Is the defence limited 
to commercial uses‘

According to the Patent LawF whoever exploits his or her contrivanceF or has proceeded with 
the preparations reSuired for such exploitation at the time of the qling of a patent application 
by a third party or at the priority dateF shall have the right to continue using the contrivance 
for his or her enterprise and his or her needs.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

REMEDIES

Monetary remedies for infringement
What monetary remedies are available against a patent infringer‘ When 
do damages start to accrue‘ Do damage awards tend to be nominal, 
provide fair compensation or be punitive in nature‘ Fow are royalties 
calculated‘

The patent owner may reSuest compensation on the basis of reasonable licensing fees and 
moral damagesF but not punitive damages. To obtain compensation or moral damagesF the 
plaintiff must prove the negligence of the infringer. The compensation claim is determined 
on the basis of the following three factors‘

D the actual loss9

D the defendant3s unfair proqts9 and

D reasonable licensing fees.

Proving the exact amount of damages or enrichment may often be Suite di’cult. •here the 
patent owner cannot collect enough evidenceF he or she may reSuest the infringer to provide 
information such as invoices or the Suantity of distributed products.

In addition to the compensation claimF a patent owner may reSuest moral damages9 howeverF 
the amount of moral damages is di’cult to estimate.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Injunctions against infringement
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To what extent is it possible to obtain a temporary injunction or a Knal 
injunction against future infringement‘ Is an injunction effective against 
the infringer’s suppliers or customers‘

Hor a temporary restraining order to be granted for future infringementF the plaintiff must 
prove there is an imminent risk of infringement. A permanent in,unction may only be obtained 
for a present infringement. In such a caseF the petitioner must prove there is a serious and 
urgent infringement.

Hor an in,unction decision to be effective against third partiesF such as the infringer3s 
suppliers and customersF the petition must also be directed against those parties.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Banning importation of infringing products
To what extent is it possible to block the importation of infringing products 
into the country‘ Is there a speciKc tribunal or proceeding available to 
accomplish this‘

Patent owners have the option of establishing a customs watch system by qling a general 
reSuest with the Central Customs 8irectorate. Customs will notify the patent ownerF or his 
or her representativesF when suspected infringing goods are intercepted. The patent owner 
must initiate court proceedings within W0 days of this notiqcation. This term can be extended 
by another W0 days.

If an agreement is reached between the patent owner and the holder or owner of the 
infringing goodsF Customs can order the immediate destruction of the counterfeit goods via 
a simpliqed procedureF without the need for court proceedings. In such casesF if the owner 
of the goods does not expressly oppose the destruction within W0 daysF his or her agreement 
is presumed.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Attorneys’ fees
nder what conditions can a successful litigant recover costs and 

attorneys’ fees‘
By virtue of the Code of Civil ProcedureF the losing party must pay the winning party3s 
legal feesF as these are determined by the court. This amount has often historically been 
calculated on a relatively conservative basisF not covering all the attorneys3 fees9 howeverF 
after the implementation of 8irective 2004€47€EC into Greek lawF the courts are obliged to 
determine the actual legal fees.

If the plaintiff seeks compensationF the related court costs may be much higherF depending 
on the reSuested amount.

Law stated - 19 January 2024
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Wilful infringement
Are additional remedies available against a deliberate or wilful infringer‘ 
If so, what is the test or standard to determine whether the infringement 
is deliberate‘ Are opinions of counsel used as a defence to a charge of 
wilful infringement‘

•ilful infringement forms the basis for the demand for compensation in a patent 
infringement case. If intentional infringement is provenF the plaintiff may obtain additional 
compensation for moral damages.

To determine that the infringement is deliberateF it must be proven that the defendant was 
aware of the fact that his or her actions were infringing the patent holder3s rights and that 
his or her acts were intentional.

The plaintiff may also obtain compensation for moral damages if he or she proves 
negligence by the infringer.

Counsels3 opinions may be invoked during the proceedings as a defence9 howeverF taking 
them into account lies within the court3s discretion.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Time limits for lawsuits
What is the time limit for seeking a remedy for patent infringement‘

An action on the merits becomes statute barred either qve years after the date on which the 
patent owner became aware of the infringement or damage and the identity of the infringerF 
or 20 years after the date on which the infringement was committed.

There is no time limit on nullity actionsF thus these can be pursued at any time within the 
20-year duration of a patent.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Patent marking
Must a patent holder mark its patented products‘ If so, how must the 
marking be made‘ What are the consequences of failure to mark‘ What 
are the consequences of false patent marking‘

Marking of goods covered by a patent is not compulsory9 thereforeF there are no relevant 
speciqc rules or reSuirements. As a resultF there are no adverse conseSuences if such 
markings are not effectuated. NeverthelessF it is advisable to mark goods as a warning to 
possible patent infringers.

jince the marking of goods in Greece is not compulsoryF there are no speciqc words or 
abbreviations to be used. European patent application or registration numbers or Greek 
patent application or registration numbers can be used. •hile using the Greek language for 
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marking is preferableF in practiceF various goods appear in the market bearing indications in 
English (egF /patent pending3).

•ith regard to false markingF the law provides up to one year3s imprisonment or a monetary 
penaltyF or bothF to whoever places a false statement that a product is patent protected on 
the product or its wrappingF or within any commercial document destined for the public or 
any other relevant means of publishing and advertising.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

LICENSING

Voluntary licensing
Are there any restrictions on the contractual terms by which a patent 
owner may license a patent‘

Under Greek lawF voluntary licences may be granted and can be exclusive or non-exclusive. As 
patent law does not provide for any restrictions on the contractual termsF general provisions 
of contractual and competition law apply.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Compulsory licences
Are any mechanisms available to obtain a compulsory licence to a patent‘ 
Fow are the terms of such a licence determined‘

Hour years from the qling date or three years from the grantF any third party may demand 
before a court the concession of a compulsory licence based on lack of or insu’cient 
exploitation of the patented invention. The third party must notify the patent holder of his 
or her intention to seek a compulsory licence one month before qling a court action. The 
compulsory licence is granted by a three-member court.

The applicant for a compulsory licence may seek the opinion of the Greek Patent O’ceF 
concerning the existence of the prereSuisites for the grant of the licenceF as well as the 
amountF the terms of the compensation to be given to the owner of the patentF and the 
exclusive or non-exclusive character of the exploitation of the invention. No compulsory 
licence shall be granted if the patent owner can ,ustify his or her failure to work the invention. 
Imports of the product will not constitute ,ustiqcation.

Hor reasons of public health or national defenceF compulsory licences may be granted by 
ministerial decree in favour of public sector bodies on patents that have not been exploited 
in Greece or when production is insu’cient to cover domestic needs. A compulsory licence 
shall be granted provided that reasonable royalties are paid.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

PATENT OFFICE PROCEEDINGS
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Patenting timetable and costs
Fow long does it typically take, and how much does it typically cost, to 
obtain a patent‘

As there is no substantial examination in Greek lawF provided that a patent application meets 
all the formal reSuirementsF a patent may be granted within W4 to W6 months of qling. The 
costs involved up to grantF under the currently applicable o’cial feesF are either –:00 or –66JF 
depending on whether the applicant will reSuest the issuance of a simple or a ,ustiqed search 
report. ;igher fees must be expected if the application comprises more than W0 claims.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Expedited patent prosecution
Are there any procedures to expedite patent prosecution‘

The Greek law on patent protection allows the applicant to expedite the patent examination 
procedure. Applicants can waive their right to make use of the four-month period after qlingF 
which otherwise allows for the late submission of the Greek translation and other supporting 
documentsF provided that they have fulqlled all necessary reSuirements upon qling.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Patent application contents
What must be disclosed or described about the invention in a patent 
application‘ Are there any particular guidelines that should be followed 
or pitfalls to avoid in deciding what to include in the application‘

The speciqcation of the invention must be complete and clear enough so that an expert 
skilled in the art may work the invention as described.

The speciqcation must‘

D determine the technical qeld to which the invention relates9

D indicate the state of the prior artF which is useful for understanding the invention9

D deqne the inventionF as deqned in the claimsF using appropriate technical terms so 
that the technical problem the invention aims to solve and the provided solution can 
be understood9

D present the advantages of the invention in relation to the state of the prior art9

D contain a brief description of the qgures in the drawings (if any)9

D provide a detailed description of at least one way of carrying out the claimed inventionF 
providing examples where possible9 and

D provide an explicit clariqcation of how the invention can be applied in industry.

The claims must deqne the sub,ect matter for which protection is sought and must be fully 
supported by the speciqcation.
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Law stated - 19 January 2024

Prior art disclosure obligations
Must an inventor disclose prior art to the patent o-ce examiner‘

Ministerial 8ecision No. W:527€EHA€W2:1 invites the applicant to indicate the state of the 
prior art that he or she considers useful for understanding the invention. The documents 
re ecting the state of the prior art may be cited in the speciqcation9 howeverF such disclosure 
is not obligatory.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Pursuit of additional claims
May a patent applicant Kle one or more later applications to pursue 
additional claims to an invention disclosed in its earlierHKled application‘ 
If so, what are the applicable requirements or limitations‘

If an invention constitutes a modiqcation of another invention already covered by a patent 
(main patent)F the owner of the latter may apply for the grant of a patent of addition for the 
later inventionF provided that the sub,ect matter of the patent of addition is related to at least 
one claim of the main patent.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Patent oKce appeals
Is it possible to appeal an adverse decision by the patent o-ce in a court 
of law‘

8ecisions of the Greek Patent O’ce are enforceable administrative acts andF as suchF they 
can only be challenged before the Council of jtate (the jupreme Administrative Court of 
Greece).

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Oppositions or protests to patents
Does the patent o-ce provide any mechanism for opposing the grant of 
a patent‘

Greek law does not provide for opposition procedures before the Greek Patent O’ce. The 
validity of a patent may be challenged only before the competent civil courts by means of a 
nullity action.

Law stated - 19 January 2024
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Priority of invention
Does the patent o-ce provide any mechanism for resolving priority 
disputes between different applicants for the same invention‘ What 
factors determine who has priority‘

There are no mechanisms for resolving priority disputes before the Greek Patent O’ce. 
juch disputes may be resolved before the competent civil court upon a lawsuit of any 
third party claiming rights on the invention. If two or more persons have made an invention 
independently of each otherF the priority right belongs to the qrst to qle.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Modi cation and re-examination of patents
Does the patent o-ce provide procedures for modifying, reHexamining or 
revoking a patent‘ May a court amend the patent claims during a lawsuit‘

An ex parte post-grant modiqcation of national patents is not provided for by Greek law. 
Modiqcation is only allowable in the case of European patents upon the issuance of a 
/decision to limit3 in accordance with the relevant rules of the European Patent Convention. 
In such a caseF the modiqed translation of the patent must be submitted to the Greek Patent 
O’ce within three months of the date of publication of the aforementioned decision in the 
European Patent Bulletin.

A national patent can be modiqed by a decision of the competent civil court within the 
framework of a partial nullity action brought before the same by a third partyF in which case 
the patent can be restricted to the extent reSuested. Re-examination of granted patents is 
not provided for by the law.

Law stated - 19 January 2024

Patent duration
Fow is the duration of patent protection determined‘

National and secret patents en,oy 20-year protection and must be renewed annually. Patents 
of addition expire simultaneously with the main patent.

8uring its lifetimeF a patent of addition may be made independentlyF upon a relevant reSuest 
to the Greek Patent O’ce. In such a caseF the duration is extended to 20 years from the 
day following the date of application for the grant of the patent of additionF provided that all 
annual fees are duly paid.

Patents covering medicinal and plant protection products may be extended for a period of 
up to qve years from the expiry thereof by way of a supplementary protection certiqcate 
(jPC)F provided that the relevant legal reSuirements are satisqed. The option of obtaining 
a six-month extension of an jPC for paediatrics is also available where the relevant legal 
conditions are met.

Law stated - 19 January 2024
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UPDATE AND TRENDS

ey developments of the past year
What are the most signiKcant developing or emerging trends in the 
country’s patent law‘

The unitary patent and the Uniqed Patent Court (UPC) became reality as of W une 2021F 
bringing signiqcant changes to the patent environment. 

Patentees and potential litigants must bear in mind thatF at the time of this article being 
submittedF Greece has signed but not ratiqed the Agreement on a Uniqed Patent Court. The 
UPC has no ,urisdiction over Greece until the country fully ratiqes the Agreement. In the 
meantimeF unitary patents granted by the European Patent O’ce must be validated in Greece 
to have effect in the country.

Even if Greece ratiqes the AgreementF under article 71(W) of the AgreementF the UPC3s 
exclusive competence is sub,ect to exceptions for a transitional period of seven yearsF which 
may be extended by seven years. 8uring this periodF it will still be possible to bring actions 
for infringement or revocationF even those regarding non-opted-out patentsF before Greece3s 
national courts.

Law stated - 19 January 2024
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